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Dear Editor,

Infectious diseases are responsible for a significant num-
ber of deaths globally, particularly in tropical countries, and
account for approximately one quarter of deaths worldwide.

They have a high impact on public health and healthcare
systems in delivering its services. Africa carries the highest
burden of endemic diseases globally. There have been over 30

newly emerged infectious diseases since the 1960s that many
African nations achieved independence. The WHO African
region witnessed a sum of 96 new outbreaks of virulent dis-
eases in 2018, which were reported in 36 out of the 47

Member States.1 SARS-CoV-2, the virus responsible for
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COVID-19, was initially identified in Hubei Province of

China in December 2019 and has subsequently disseminated
to every continent. Lassa fever (LF) is a viral hemorrhagic
fever caused by the Lassa virus, first identified in Nigeria in

1969 and since then has been endemic in West Africa. Ebola
viral infection was first detected in two simultaneous out-
breaks in 1976 in South Sudan and the DRCongo. Ebola is a

rare but severe and often fatal illness in humans with
significantly high fatality rate.2 The monkeypox virus was
first discovered in laboratory monkeys in Denmark in

1958, with the first human case reported in 1970 in DR
Congo and since then, several sporadic cases have occurred
in Africa.3

Africa is a known breeding ground for both new and old

infectious diseases that can be deadly to humans. Many of
the newly emerging infectious diseases that have lethal ef-
fects on humans are thought to originate in Africa. During

infectious disease outbreaks, Africa bears a greater share of
the burden as the weak healthcare systems are being
severely exposed with an overburdened health system

responsible for a significant number of morbidities and as
such, millions of lives are being lost annually. Many
affected individuals lack sufficient or no essential medical
interventions that could potentially save their lives. High

loss in total national revenue during these outbreaks has
resulted in a little to no funding of the already underfunded
healthcare system.4

The reoccurrence of Ebola and the COVID-19 pandemic,
along with the increasing prevalence of endemic diseases,
highlights concerns about Africa’s healthcare system’s ability

to handle disease outbreaks. Healthcare providers in Africa
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face numerous challenges and obstacles when dealing with the
healthcare needs that arise during such outbreaks.2 These

challenges are complex and multifaceted, spanning across
poor infrastructure, resulting in a weak health system, high
disease burden, health system corruption, poor leadership

and administration, and poor quality of healthcare services.
These have contributed to undermining the quality and
availability of care, making it difficult for healthcare systems

to meet the needs of the population during outbreaks.5

Inadequate resources, poor resource allocation and
maintenance of healthcare resources are devastating the
ability of healthcare systems to respond effectively to

outbreaks and provide adequate public interventions. Weak
governance is another critical factor that contributes to
these challenges in Africa such as lack of political will, non-

use of evidence-based interventions, weak training and edu-
cation, weak health information management systems, and
poor integration of programmes.2,5

Social and economic factors also play a role in the chal-
lenges faced by healthcare systems in Africa. These include
factors such as poverty, lack of community participation,
migration of healthcare workers, and low healthcare seeking

behavior.6 The majority of Africans bank on daily labor for
food and many lost their jobs due to COVID-19 lockdowns.
This led to a lack of reliable income and difficult choices be-

tween staying home and facing hunger or going out and
risking infection. The lockdowns also resulted in the closure of
food markets and informal economic sectors, leading to de-

clines in per capita income, supply chain value, and economic
recessions.2 These economic instabilities are a contributing
factor to cross-border migration in Africa, where people

continually move in search for livelihood. This high mobility
of the population across porous borders hinder the response
and control of infectious diseases during outbreaks7 and these
economic consequences have placed additional strain on an

already struggling healthcare system in meeting up with its
demands in Africa.2

Infectious diseases pose a major threat to Africa’s goal of

achieving its developmental plan for 2063, known as ‘Agenda
2063: The Africa We Want.’ For Africa to achieve these and
ensure its development as well as cope with several burdens of

disease outbreaks, it is imperative for a new public health
strategy that addresses infectious diseases and other challenges
to be implemented. This would involve bolstering the Africa

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, investing in local
production of vaccines, diagnostics and therapeutics,
improving public health workforce and leadership programs,
and fostering respectful collaborations and partnerships with

private and international bodies.8 Improving healthcare
infrastructure, training and capacity building, health
insurance and increased budgetary allocation to health are

also important interventions that could improve access to
healthcare services and resources for preventing and treating
infectious diseases and improve public health outcomes in

Africa.5,9

In conclusion, the One Health approach that encom-
passes a collaborative strategy aiming to improve the health
and wellbeing of humans, animals, and the environment at

the local, national, and global levels in all African countries
is expedient to achieving the Agenda 2063 for Africa by
bringing together various sectors and disciplines. One
Health seeks to maximize resources and capabilities to

promote evidence-based decision-making. This approach is
significant in addressing both internal and external factors
that impact disease burdens and achieve better health out-

comes for all.2
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